Comparison of available benchmark dose softwares and models using trichloroethylene as a model substance.
By using trichloroethylene as a model substance the U.S. EPA benchmark dose software was compared to the software by Crump and the software by Kalliomaa. Dose-response and dose-effect data on the liver, kidneys, central nervous system (CNS), and tumours were selected for the evaluation. Based on the present study the U.S. EPA software is preferable to the other softwares for dichotomous data. A wider range in benchmark doses was often observed for dichotomous data when the numbers of dose levels were limited. The log-logistic model in most cases gave the best fit when ranking the dichotomous models. In addition, the log-logistic model often implied a more conservative benchmark dose. For continuous data it was more difficult to find a model describing the data. The softwares by Kalliomaa and by the U.S. EPA offered the best opportunities for benchmark dose modelling of continuous data. Flexible models, like the Hill- and the Mult model, are needed for S-shaped continuous data but these models demand more dose levels in order to describe the data. Since the number of dose levels are important for model selection study design is important and should be further evaluated.